PREFACE

Despite significant advances in cancer treatment and early detection, overall cancer incidence has increased, cancer-associated morbidity is considerable, and overall cancer survival has remained relatively flat over the past several decades (1,2). However, new technology allowing exploration of signal transduction pathways, identification of cancer-associated genes, and imaging of tissue architecture and molecular and cellular function is increasing our understanding of carcinogenesis and cancer progression. This knowledge is moving the focus of cancer therapeutics, including cancer preventive treatments, to drugs that take advantage of cellular control mechanisms to selectively suppress cancer progression.

Carcinogenesis is now visualized as a multifocal, multipath process of genetic progression occurring over a long time period and resulting in increasing loss of cellular controls. This process provides promising opportunities for chemoprevention, which involves using drugs, biologics, or nutrients to inhibit, delay, or reverse neoplastic progression at any time before the onset of invasive disease. Remarkable progress has been made in developing chemoprevention strategies, started by research on mechanisms of chemopreventive drugs and assays for evaluating these drugs in animal models (3–6), and led in the clinic by early studies on prevention of head and neck carcinogenesis (7,8).

Progressive disorganization provides a strong rationale for early intervention in carcinogenesis when mutations are fewer, even before tissue-level phenotypic changes are evident. However, the long latency also presents a significant challenge for prevention and treatment of early invasive disease. Remarkable progress has been made in developing chemoprevention strategies, started by research on mechanisms of chemopreventive drugs and assays for evaluating these drugs in animal models (3–6), and led in the clinic by early studies on prevention of head and neck carcinogenesis (7,8).

Invasive carcinoma is a near obligate precursor to cancer. As precancer, it is a very good risk marker for cancer development; and as a recognized disease that is being treated, it has been validated as a surrogate endpoint biomarker (12–14). Since IEN is discussed extensively in many chapters in this volume, the three important features that characterize IEN are presented in some detail below. *IEN is a near obligate precursor to cancer.* IEN occurs in most epithelial tissue as moderate to severe dysplasia, is on the causal pathway leading from normal tissue to cancer, and is close in progression to cancer (invasive neoplasia). Genetic progression with loss of cellular control functions is observed as the phenotype gradually changes from normal histology to early dysplasia then to increasingly severe IEN, superficial cancers, and finally invasive disease. For example, in the breast it is estimated that progression from atypical hyperplasia through ductal carcinoma *in situ* (DCIS) to adenocarcinoma requires 10–20 years or more (15,16). Colorectal adenomas may form over a period as long as 5–20 years, and progression from adenoma to colorectal carcinoma usually requires another 5–15 years (17–20). Prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) may develop over approximately 20 years. From PIN to early latent cancer may take 10 or more years, and clinically significant carcinoma may not occur until 3–15 years later (21). Progression is marked in target tissues by the appearance of specific molecular and more general genotypic damage associated with increasingly severe dysplastic histology. In many cases, critical early steps include inactivation of tumor suppressors such as APC in colon or BRCA in breast cancers, and activation of oncogenes such as *ras* in colon, lung, and pancreatic cancers. Progression is also influenced by factors specific to the host tissue’s environment, such as the action of hormones and cytokines produced in stroma around...
the developing epithelial tumor and changes in tissue structure. IEN shows these changes and provides a suitable target for treatment intervention because of its phenotypic and genotypic similarities and evolutionary proximity to invasive cancer.

IEN as precancer is a risk marker for cancer. Subjects with IEN, particularly severe IEN, are at significantly higher risk than unaffected populations for developing invasive cancer in the same tissues. Among measurable risk factors, only germline mutations that occur in genetic cancer syndromes confer higher risk. For example and as reviewed previously (14), very strong evidence associates the presence of colorectal adenomas with subsequent development of invasive cancer; increasing risk correlates to type of histological growth pattern (villous > tubulovillous > tubular) and increasing size and severity of dysplasia. PIN as a risk marker for prostate cancer and the characteristics of PIN progression have also been described (21–24). This evidence includes similar cellular morphology and atypia in high-grade PIN (HGPIN) and prostatic adenocarcinoma (cellular atypia observed in HGPIN is virtually indistinguishable from invasive cancer, except that in HGPIN no invasion has occurred). It also includes the spatial and temporal association of HGPIN to prostate cancer, with both being found primarily in the peripheral zone, and much more infrequently in the transition zone. As PIN progresses, the likelihood of damage to the basal cell layer and basement membrane increases. Certain cytoskeletal proteins, secreted proteins, and degree of glycosylation are shared by PIN and cancer, but not by benign prostatic hyperplasia or normal prostate epithelium. The most compelling data on the temporal relationship of PIN and cancer comes from studies showing that patients with HGPIN and no detectable cancer progressed to a 40% incidence of cancer in three years and to approximately 80% incidence in ten years.

IEN is precancer and in its own right is a disease: treatment provides clinical benefit. Because IEN is a near obligate precursor to invasive cancer, it is standard clinical practice to utilize invasive surgical interventions to reduce the burden of IEN, e.g., colon adenomas, oral leukoplakia, cervical IEN (CIN) 2/3, breast DCIS. Moreover, treatment is needed not only for clinically apparent IEN, but also the entire epithelial sheet at risk of developing IEN (“field cancerization,” e.g., ref. 25), to ensure reduced need for surgical removal of IEN.

Other promising surrogate endpoint biomarkers—genome/proteome expression profiles. Use (validation) of surrogate endpoint biomarkers that, unlike IEN, are not obviously intrinsic to neoplastic progression mostly fail because of the complexity of neoplasia as well as the need for surrogate endpoint biomarkers to “predict patient benefit with reasonable certainty” (27). The failures result because the disease of cancer is tissue-based, and surrogate endpoint biomarker development has been constrained by naive approaches to modeling the disease and its multipath, multifocal development process with isolated molecular and cellular events. Further, for biomarkers to be useful, techniques to determine them need to be robust and exhaustively validated. When using biomarkers in studies, investigators need to comply strictly with validated methods to assure confidence that what is measured is consistent across studies. Achieving this objective may require extensive efforts such as those used to establish standards for the determination of cholesterol. Criteria for biomarker measurements have been the subject of many reviews (e.g., 12,14,28), yet much of the lack of progress derives from faulty adherence to these methodologies. Nonetheless, a sound scientific basis now exists to characterize surrogate endpoint biomarkers for developing drugs (12).

The multipath, multifactorial nature of carcinogenesis is predicted by the heterogeneity that can result from processing the human genome. The 30,000 or so human genes contain as many as several hundred thousand allelic variants from single nucleotide gene polymorphisms including splicing variants (29). These variations are compounded another three- to fivefold by posttranslational protein modifications leading to a multitude (>10^6) of protein–protein interactions (30). Even if only a small fraction of the genome is critical to cancer, the number of possible molecules and interactions involved is enormous. This level of complexity highlights the uncertainties of using isolated molecular and cellular biomarkers to measure carcinogenesis. Moreover, this complexity is heightened by expected intra-/intersubject and tissue variations.
Net clinical benefit is required. Drug approvals are based on clinical benefit, so the approval of drugs for chemoprevention will depend on some measure of clinical benefit—reduced morbidity, organ preservation, lower cost for surveillance—as well as efficacy against precancers. Because chemopreventive drugs will most likely be administered chronically, they will be expected to demonstrate long-term safety, duration of effect, and minimal drug resistance, or provide alternative strategies to minimize toxicity and maximize efficacy.

Provided in this volume, Strategies for Cancer Chemoprevention, are guidelines for cancer chemopreventive drug development. Part I is devoted to general strategies and methods for drug discovery, preclinical efficacy, characterization of precancers, safety evaluation, clinical cohorts, and clinical trial design. Part II reviews strategies for and status of chemopreventive agent development at major cancer targets—prostate, breast, colon, lung, head and neck, esophagus, bladder, ovary, endometrium, cervix, skin, liver, and multiple myeloma. Both sections heavily document the characterization and application of reliable biomarkers in chemopreventive drug development.

The first several chapters of Part I consider discovery and preclinical evaluation of new agents. For example, an elegant approach to the challenges of identifying chemopreventive agents in natural products, particularly food plants (e.g., antioxidants, antiinflammatory compounds, and well-defined mixtures) is presented (Chapter 1); this approach addresses factors such as standardization of plant growth and extraction conditions, and considers co-development of a well-defined mixture and its likely active component. The development of preclinical models for evaluating potential chemopreventive agents is particularly important because of the potential for validating surrogate endpoints in animal models where an intermediate biomarker can be evaluated, along with subsequent effects on cancer incidence, and ultimately survival. Chapters in this volume describe well-established carcinogen-induced animal models of carcinogenesis in major cancer targets (Chapter 2), as well as newly defined transgenic and gene knock-in/knock-out mouse models of molecular targets for chemoprevention (Chapter 3), and animal models of genetically inherited cancer susceptibility (Chapter 4).

The importance of precancerous histopathology, particularly IEN, in chemoprevention has been stated. Characteristics and progression of this pathology in most cancer target tissues is described as

Nonetheless, increasing understanding of genetic progression in cancer (e.g., 34,35) combined with advances in technology for measuring and characterizing changes in gene and protein expression (30), suggest that analyses of such patterns of gene expression have potential for development as surrogate endpoint biomarkers. For example, progress made in gene chip technology suggests that within a few years it will be trivial to measure 6–12 genes defining a genetic progression model (36). As for all surrogate endpoint biomarkers, the feasibility of genome/proteome expression patterns as surrogate endpoint biomarkers will depend on careful evaluation in the context of carcinogenesis. Therefore, the characterization of molecular markers of carcinogenesis and their future development and validation as surrogate endpoint biomarkers will be most effectively done in situ within IEN. The further development of genetic progression models will also proceed in this context, as it has from inception. In the not-too-distant future, as understanding of the minimum number of disrupted pathways yielding malignancy grows, patterns of change representing carcinogenesis will be relatively easy to measure. This process will evolve with progress that is being made in understanding and analyzing systems biology. With this understanding will come surrogate endpoint biomarkers in preneoplastic tissue (a normal morphologic phenotype); the predictive value of these data will begin to exceed the predictive value of abnormal morphology (IEN). This molecular pathology within IEN lesions, or even prior to appearance of these lesions, will also allow better identification of individuals at risk, improve study efficiency, and provide better quantitative estimation of drug efficacy than effects on IEN alone (12,14,28). These advances in tissue-based biomarkers will be augmented by biomarkers that can be measured non-invasively by molecular imaging, and by functional genomic and proteomic research (14,28).

Providing Chemopreventive Agents, the companion volume, surveys ongoing efforts to identify drugs, natural products, and other agents that may have potential in cancer chemoprevention. The agents are grouped by pharmacological and/or mechanistic classes and vary widely in terms of stage of development as chemopreventives, ranging from extensively studied groups such as nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and antiestrogens to drugs with recently identified potential based on mechanistic activity (e.g., protein kinase inhibitors, histone deacetylase inhibitors, and anti-angiogenesis agents), as well as agents yet to be evaluated in chemoprevention settings (e.g., proteasome and chaperone protein inhibitors). Attention is devoted to food-derived agents (such as tea, curcumin, and soy isoflavones), vitamins, and minerals because of their high promise for prevention in healthy populations.
an example of the potential application of new quantitative imaging techniques to evaluate chemopreventive efficacy in IEN (Chapter 6). As noted before, genome/proteome expression profiles have high potential as surrogate endpoints for carcinogenesis because they correlate with the clinical progression of carcinogenesis. Several chapters in the book assess potential applications of genomics and proteomics to chemoprevention. Uses of genomics databases in discovery of chemopreventive agents and in designing chemopreventive strategies are surveyed (Chapter 7). Surrogate endpoint biomarkers for breast cancer based on functional genomics are described (Chapter 8), as are applications of proteomics in clinical cancer settings (Chapter 9) and interpretation of genome-based data (Chapter 10).

Determining which populations will likely benefit from chemopreventive intervention, particularly those who are asymptomatic, is a significant challenge and an opportunity for chemoprevention. Two approaches are laid out in this volume. One is the construction of multifactorial models of absolute risk, based primarily on epidemiological statistics (Chapter 11). The second explores the correlation of genetic polymorphisms to cancer susceptibility (Chapter 12). The remaining two chapters in Part I examine some practical aspects of clinical evaluation of chemopreventive agents—i.e., clinical trial design issues (Chapter 13) and subject recruitment (Chapter 14).

For each cancer target organ covered in Part II, one chapter provides an overview of carcinogenesis in the target organ, including cancer and precursor incidences, genetic progression, and risk factors, along with potential opportunities for chemoprevention. Known and promising chemopreventive agents, surrogate endpoints, and clinical trial designs are summarized. For a number of these targets, additional chapters address specific topics that contribute to chemoprevention strategies.

In addition to an overview of strategies for prostate cancer chemoprevention (Chapter 15), a second chapter addresses the controversial topic of using prostate-specific antigen for determining risk and monitoring the progression of prostate cancer (Chapter 16). The overview of breast cancer chemoprevention focuses on defining populations at risk based on evidence of early genetic progression (Chapter 17) and is accompanied by two supplemental chapters. One describes development of ductal lavage as a technique for sampling breast cells in assessment of early neoplasia (Chapter 18), and the second addresses the well-recognized need to control estrogenic activity in suppressing breast carcinogenesis (Chapter 19). Quite possibly, the most significant advances in clinical chemoprevention have been made against colorectal carcinogenesis (Chapter 20) where genetic and histopathological progression of early dysplasia to adenoma to cancer has been well-studied. An additional important preventive strategy in colon is screening for and excision of adenomas (Chapter 21). Chapter 22 provides an overview of lung cancer chemoprevention accompanied by an article on topical delivery as a strategy to allow administration of drugs to lung that may be too toxic for systemic administration (Chapter 23); topical administration is also a promising strategy in other accessible targets such as skin, oral cavity, colon and cervix.

The review of bladder cancer chemoprevention (Chapter 24) focuses on the potential use of chemopreventive drugs to stop the recurrence of superficial bladder cancers; this cohort is at very high risk for recurrence and progression, and a successful chemopreventive intervention could be expected to provide clinical benefit from organ preservation (by delaying or reducing the need for cystectomy). Chapters on the esophagus discuss prevention and delay of progression of Barrett’s esophagus, a precursor to adenocarcinoma and an increasing risk factor for esophageal cancer in western populations (Chapter 25), as well as prevention of squamous cell carcinoma (Chapter 27). A third chapter looks at sophisticated new techniques for imaging esophageal dysplasia (Chapter 26). The high rate of second primary tumor formation has been well-documented for the head and neck, which have been studied for more than 20 years as a site for chemoprevention (Chapter 28). Recently, aneuploidy and other biomarkers of genetic progression have been carefully documented as risk and prognostic indicators of head and neck carcinogenesis and potential endpoints for chemoprevention studies (Chapter 29). Incidences of non-melanoma skin cancer are higher by far than any other cancer, and melanoma incidence is increasing (Chapter 30). In addition to oral and topical small molecule drug treatments for prevention and treatment of non-melanoma precursor lesions (actinic keratoses, basal cell nevus syndrome), opportunities exist for novel immunotherapies in skin carcinogenesis and vaccination against melanoma (Chapter 31).

Screening for and surgical removal of suspect CIN is well established, and drugs have shown activity in reducing CIN severity (Chapter 32). Moreover, human papillomavirus infection is strongly associated with onset of cervical cancer, and immunoprevention strategies (both treatment and prophylactic) are under development for populations at risk (Chapter 33). Thus far, chemoprevention strategies in endometrium have not been established; however, remarkable advances have been made in documenting and quantifying carcinogenesis-associated changes in endometrial tissue that provide opportunities for preventive intervention (Chapter 34). In ovary (Chapter 35), pancreas (Chapter 36), liver (Chapter 37), and multiple myeloma (Chapter 38), precancerous lesions that may be targets for chemoprevention...
are suggested, along with potentially effective chemopreventive drugs.

The two volumes of Cancer Chemoprevention demonstrate that the science of chemoprevention research is solidly established, very active, and offers great promise for lessening the burden of human cancer. Progress in building and understanding genetic/molecular progression models of many human cancers based on seminal work described by Vogelstein and colleagues for the adenoma-carcinoma sequence in colon cancer (37) has been substantial and is being enhanced by newer and better animal models. Understanding molecular progression leads to synthesis and discovery of new molecularly targeted agents with high promise of efficacy that, once evaluated for safety, will have an impact on cancer incidence and mortality. The evaluation of drug effect and drug efficacy biomarkers along with better technologies for their measurement is progressing, and the science and utility of surrogate endpoint biomarkers in developing cancer chemopreventive agents against sporadic cancers are solidly established. The issue of validation is a relative one, and IEN is validated for most target organs sufficiently to establish that its prevention/removal provides clinical benefit. With rigorous attention to methodology and to emerging scientific data and new technologies, there is every expectation that new surrogate endpoint biomarkers will now be developed in the context of IEN. These new surrogate endpoint biomarkers will improve the efficiency of clinical chemopreventive agent development, better identify those patients (subjects) who are likely to benefit (or not to benefit), while also opening the door to even earlier identification of individuals at risk (e.g., those with predysplastic molecular lesions that occur prior to IEN). The rapid pace at which systems biology and new technologies are evolving will make surrogate endpoint biomarker science a very productive and exciting area, but will also evoke the need for careful validation of such markers in the context of clinical trials.

Prospects are bright that surrogate endpoint biomarkers will make cancer chemoprevention studies more efficient and informative; however, hard work and exceptional dedication to sound, standardized methods will be required to assure that the application of these efforts in developing chemopreventive drugs is fruitful. The eventual acceptability of surrogate endpoint biomarkers may entail more than scientific rationale. Scientific and regulatory policy changes may also be required (e.g., 58). It is often observed that candidate surrogate endpoint biomarkers are expressed at higher incidences than the symptomatic clinical disease that they approximate. Such will always be the case when completely unrelated endpoints (other causes of death) do not allow carcinogenesis to go to completion. Based on existing disease models, it is likely that all high-grade IEN-carrying confirmed genetic lesions would end in cancer if the host lived long enough (12, 32). Validation, like causality, is a relative term that only becomes absolute when all variables and elements of a process are known and can be studied quantitatively. It is undesirable and short-sighted to require any data more rigorous than validation based on probabilistic estimates that are consistent with current medical and regulatory practice. Based on existing knowledge, we can assume that IEN and the earlier biomarkers within IEN are on one or more of the possible causal pathways to carcinogenesis. Because they sometimes precede the cancer endpoint by several years, there is potential for interference, diversion, role in other biological processes, etc., that would keep these events from being ideal surrogate endpoint biomarkers. However, intervention to treat or prevent could be shown to provide clinical benefit, much like lipid-lowering in cardiovascular disease and viral load reduction in AIDS (27, 39). If interventions show compelling efficacy against surrogate endpoint biomarkers and can be administered safely to populations at risk, it would seem prudent to formulate scientific and regulatory policy changes allowing the use of these biomarkers in evaluating interventions that would lead to more efficient drug approvals to prevent this dread disease.
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